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ABSTRACT 

FASTBUS is a standardized modular 32-blt data-bus eyatan for 
performing data acquisition, data processing, and control In 
high energy physics and other applications. It has been 
developed by the Fast System Design croup of the U. S. NIK 
Committee, Presented here la nn overview of the FASTBUS 
hardware specification, the operaclon of the FASTBUS proto* 
col, the implications that the use of FASTBUS has for soft
ware systems, and some of the computer to FASTBUS interfaces 
developed to date* 
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IWTROmiCTIOH 

FASTBUS (Ref. 1) la a standard lied modular 32-blt 
data-bus system for use In high energy physics 
research and other appllcatione where It osy be nec
essary to handle very high data rates In a data 
acquisition, processing, and/or control situation. 
It has been designed by members of tha high energy 
physics research community under the sugpices of the 
U.S. MM committee- Financial support has cose from 
the Department of Energy The primary design goal 
has been to create a standsrd that facilitates the 
Implementation of very high speed data acquisition 
and data processing systems, This has been met by 
devising a systea which provides for the parallel 
operation of many processors on indspendont bus seg
ments, but which also allows the segments to link 
together to pass data between devices throughout the 
systea. 

Some other design goals have oeeat 

+ extensibility - The standard shtuld not preclude 
the use of new technologies; and for the future, 
established FASTBOS systems should be easily modi
fied and extended. 

+ flexibility - A system should be able to accomo
date very high speed and very low speed devices, 
various network topologies, various addressing 
modes (the sending of commands to one device or 
many devices, with or without nandahakes). 

+ modularity - The standard should encourage the 
development of modular system components which can 
be used in many applications, 

+ maintainability - The basic compononts of FASTBUS 
should he maintainable (that Is, they should be 
built out of readily available and multiply 
sourced parts) and the problems of a aystem In 
operation should be diagnoaable and repairable 
without requiring chat the entire syitso be taken 
down. 

A few of the features designed Into FASTSWS as a 
result of considering these (and other) goals 
Include; 32-blt device addresses, 12-blc Internal 
device addresses, and 32-blt date units, all multi
plexed on one set of 32 address/data lines; a 
diversified conmunlcattoas protocol with provisions 
for a variety of address and data transfer modes and 

synchronous and asynchronous communications; 
leal and electrical specifications; and various fer 
tures to facilitate the development of software. 

FASTBl'S HARDWARE 

The communications medium for a FASTBUS systea is 
the set of signal lines known as the BUS. An elec
trically Independent bus unit la known as a SEGMENT. 
FASTBUS devices can be tonnsctsd together by a cable 
which contains tha bua and the segment is then 
called a CABLE SEGMENT; or, grouped together Into a 
crate with a backplane which contains the bus and 
the segment la than called a CRATE SEGMENT. A 
19-inch FASTBUS crata (Figure 1) which can hold up 
to 26 modules Is an example of a crate segment. The 
cable segment bus has just 6v signal lines, whereas 
the backplane segment bus has the basic 60 as well 
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Figure li A 19-Inch FASTBUS Crate 
with a Kludge Card In Slot 6 

* work supported by the Department of Energy, 
tract BE-AC01-T6SFOOS15. 

(Contributed to the 1982 Fall DECUS U.S. Symposium, Anaheim, California, December 6-10, 1982) 
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as othsr algml lad power linaa. figure 2 Hat* the 
signal lines and their identifiers. Tha baeltplcna 
segment specification hat alao allowed for an 
optional auxiliary connector tilth up to 195 plot. 

Signal tinea Common to Cable and Crate Segments I 

Mnemonic Signal Nana 
AS Address Syne 
AX Address Acknowledge 
EC Enable Geographic 
MS Hade Selaee (3 Unas) 
RD Read 
AD Address/Data (32 linea) 
PA Parity 
PE Parity Enable 
ss Slave Status (3 lima) 
DS Data Syne 
m. Data Acknowledge 
UT Welt 
SR Service Request 
SB React Sua 
SH But Halted 
AG Atbitrtstlon Crsnt 
AL Arbitration Level (6 llnee) 
AR Arbitration Request 
AI Arbitration Kcqueat Inhibit 
CK Grant Acknowledge 

I Additional Crate Senoeot Signal Lines I 
1 Mnemonic Signal Usas I 
I TX Serial Tranaalt i 
1 RX Serial Receive I 

TP T Pin I 
i GA Geographical Addrtii (5 pine) I 

I Other voltage buaaaa, digital a I 
I analog returns, daley chain A | 

returns, and reaerved plna I 
I (62 ;lna) I 

I Figure l> FASTBUS Signals I 
4 — — _ — — . - . — ... f 

Each segment is required to have ancillary logic. 
which contains the ARBITRATION TIMING CONTROL (ATC), 
^OGRAPHIC ADDRESS CONTROL <CAC>. terminators, aye-
tea handshake logic, and btt* RUN/HALT logic. The 
ATC circuitry resolves contention for use of the 
local bus segment. The CAC circuitry assists with 
the geographic addressing of devices on the segment. 

A FASTBUS nodule is a FASTBUS device Which is 
built on a FASTBUS MODULE CIRCUIT BOARS (HC8). When 
a oodule Is plugged Into any slot In an FASTBUS 
crate, It oust connect to the crate segment and 
respond to the FASTBUS protocol. The module circuit 
board Is approximately 367 nllllaeters high by 603 
illllsttfrs deep. Figure 1 shows s FASTBBS crate 
ulth a KLUDGE CAM (tor wire-wrapping prototype nod
ules) Inserted In slot 6. The kludge card can acco
modate approximately 300 16-pin IC equivalents. 

There are two categories of FASTBUS nodules: MAS
TERS and SLAVES. A master module is one which can 
gain control (MASTERSHIP) ot a segment and Initiate 
operations on that segment. A slave module cannot 
gain mastership of any segment. It can only assert 
Information on a segment in response to a specific 
request by a master* However slave modules can 

request servicing by asserting the SERVICE REQUEST 
'SR) line. The specification requires that all nse-
tare have aeae slave capabilities. These will be 
discussed below. 

It le usually desireable to protect module con
trol functions (such si Internal enables, disables, 
and clears) ao that it la not easy to unintention
ally invoke them. To facilitate this, the stsndsrd 
baa specified two separate Internal device subdivi
sions. They are known as DATA SPACE and CONTROL 
SPACE, Each must be accesaed via an explicit 
addreas cycle. In addition, aeveral baaic control, 
statue, and Information registers (contained In con
trol apses) have had their locations specified in 
the standard. 

Various teeomaendad tnd mandatory device features 
have been included in the specification to facili
tate the creation of standardized software for han
dling FASTBDS systems. One requirement is that 
every module be sccsssable by its physical location 
on a segment. This is known as GEOGRAPHICAL 
ADDRESSING. On a crate segment there are S coded 
pins which enable each alot in the crate aegocnt 
(and hence the module in that slot) to be uniquely 
addressed. On a cable segment, each device 3uet 
have s set of switches which can be set to indicate 
the device'e geographical address. 

Another specification Is the explicit definition 
of certain CONTROL and STATUS REGISTERS (CSRe) In 
control apses. 0ns of the mandatory CSRa is CSR 0, 
CSR 0, when.read, must return the ID (type or model 
number) ot the device. CSR 0 together with the geo
graphic addressing festure makes it possible to 
Identify each dsvics on a segment and hence generate 
s map of sn entire FASTBUS system which csn be used 
to verify a system's configuration. 

The implementation of CSR 3 la highly recom
mended. CSR 3 Is dsfined to be o register which 
holds a 32-Bit software settablr address known as 
the LOGICAL ADDRESS. A logical addreea has three 
variable width fields (totaling 32-hi to). The most 
significant field is known as the group field and is 
basically a segment address* The middle field 18 
the module address field. The least significant 
field la the internal address field for specifying 
an address internal to the module. Once CSR 3 is 
loaded and the logical address recognition capabil
ity of the device is enabled, the device can be 
addressed by asserting this address instead of the 
geographic address. One advantage of logical 
addressing is that it allows the allocation of 
blocks of address spsce to nodules. The logical 
address ten then Include Internal address informs-
tlon which selects s psrt of a nodule. Geographic 
addressing csn only sslecc the module as a whole. 
Another advantage of logical addressing. Is that the 
module can be relocated within a segment (and possi
bly even the system) without any changes in the 
software applications programs, if the programs 
address slave devices vis logical addresses. 

Two segments may be connected together with a 
SEGMENT INTERCONNECT (SI) (Ref. 2). An 53 xonlcors 
the activity on the two segments it connects. When 
an address which is recognized by the SI appears on 
one of the segments (called the Si's NEAR SIDE 
because it is electrically nearest the naster 
asserting the address), the SI responds by obtaining 
use of the bus on the other segment to which it is 



attached (th« FAR SIDE), and then It asserts the 
address chare. Device addresses m y thus be propa
gated through many segments In this manner, until 
the segment on which the addressed device resides Is 
reached. Not* Chat each SI contains a look-up table 
which oust be loaded with the addresses the SI Is to 
recognise* 

THE FASTBira PROTOCOL 

The FASTBUS protocol ta the set of rules by which 
the devices utilise the has signal lines for commu
nication in the system. There are basically 3 parts 
to a FASTBDS operation: arbitration far bus master
ship, master/alave address lock establishment, and 
the date transfer cycles* 

Arbitration for Bus Mastership 

Only one master can utilise the bus of a segment 
at any tlmeu The Arbitration procedure (controlled 
by the ATC logic) resolves any contention for the 
use of a segment bus. The FASTBUS signal lines used 
in the arbitration are: 

AR - arbitration request 
AG - arbitration grant 
AI - arbitration level (6 lines) 
GK •• grant acknowledge 
AI - arbitration inhibit 

A simplified explanation (the AI line Is ignored 
here for simplicity) of the arbitration sequence 
(Figure %) it ss follows: 

1. All isaetara requesting nastership of a segment 
assert the AS line. 

2. The ATC recognises the arbitration requests and, 
at the appropriate time, asserts AG which Is an 
arbitration synchronization aignal. 

3. Each master which Is participating In the arbi
tration then asserts Its arbitration vector (CSR 
8) on the 6 AL lines* A master's arbitration 
vector Is Its priority (and must have been ini-
tialiEad). During arbitration, each arbitrating 
caster compares its internal arbitration level, 
bit by bit, with the level on the bus. if the 
bus level la higher, each master removes any 
lower order bits that It has asserted. Wren the 
ATC lowers the AC line, the master -.-hose ALs 
natch the ALs on the bus wins nastership. The 
winning asster asserts GK to take aasrership of 
the segaent. 

Figure J: Lines Asserted During 
Arbitration 

Establishing the Address Lock 

After a master has obtained mastership, it .oust 
establish a connection to the devlce(s) with which 

It Is going to communicate. 
lishlng the AS-AK lock. 

This Is known as estab-

The FASTBUS timing, control, and address/data 
lines used in the establishment of the AS-AK lock 

AS - address sync 
AX - address acknowledge 
MS - mode select (J lines: MS<2:0>) 
AD - address/data lines 
SS - slave status (3 lines! SS<2;0>) 
EC - enabled geographic 
FA - Parity 
PE - Parity Enable 

Each device may have two separate address spates 
(control and data space). The MS lines are used to 
Indicate which address space is being accessed. It 
is elso posalble for a master to address more thsn 
one slave at a time. when more than one slave is 
begin eddressed at a time, the master Is said to be 
doing a BROADCAST. The SINGLE-LI STESE* or broadcast 
state is also Indicated via the MS lines. Figure A 
lists the MS codes and their meaning at address 
cycle time. 

I KS<2;0> SIGNIFICANCE 
I 0 data space - specific device 
' 1 control space - specific aevt.ee 
i 2 data space - broadcast 
I 3 control space - broadcast 

4-5 reserved - spsclflc device 
6-7 reserved - broadcast 

I 
1 
I 
I Figure 4: Address Type Specification 

The master initiates the address cycle {Figure 1) 
by asserting the address of the nlave on the AD 
lines, asserting the MS code for the kind of address 
eye:., desired •« the MS lines, and finally asserting 
the AS line. The blsve, upon reccgnlting its 
address, asserts the AX line, snd the AS-AK lock is 
then established. :;ote thit the EG line . used to 
Indicate whether an address is a geographic address 
O:*.-!) oc a logical -idifress :EG"0). The CAC ancfl-
lary logic -annltors the address cycles on i segsene 
and generates EG accordingly. The SS lines are usad 
'o indicate various c-ann̂ ction conditions. They are 
set bv the slave before AJC is generated if the con-
-?ciion was sucessful but troubled, or by the SI 
fwho will generate AK) tr there is a network failure 
and the address can not be propagated to the next 
sog-nent. rlgure 6 details the SS codes at ad̂ r**ss 
time. 
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1 SS<2:0> SIGNIFICANCE 1 
1 0 addfeM recognltac 1 
1 1 network busy 1 
1 2 network failure ' 
1 3 network abort 1 
1 ft-5 raearvtd 1 
1 6 Invalid Internal addreaa <IA) 1 

In logical address - IA rejected 1 
1 7 Invalid Internal addreaa 1 

In logical addren - IA accepted 1 
1 Figure 6: Address Tin* SS Responses 1 

— . — — - — • • • — — — _ « -

Pata Transfer Cycles 

once the AS-AK lock la established, the master 
can proceed with the data transfer cycles. The sig
nal lines used in the data transfer cycles are: 

DS - data sync 
DK - data acknowledge 
MS - s»de select (3 lines» NS<2:0» 
AD - data lines 
SS - slave status {3 lines I SS<2:0>) 
PA - parity 
PE • parity enable 
ID - read (data transfer direction) 

There are several different wsys In which data 
can be transferred, aa veil as two different kinds 
of data which can be transferred. The MS lines are 
used to Indicate tha trade as veil as the kind of 
data. Each nodule hti an Internal address register. 
This Internal address can be written via a logical 
address cycle. and, read or written via a data 
cycle. Data transfer methods Include handshake 
block transfers, random data cycle tranfera, and 
pipelined data transfers. The direction of transfer 
Is controlled by the RD line. If RD-l, then the 
caster Is asking that the sieve assert data for the 
caster to read. If RP-0 then the master Is assert
ing data for the slave to process. Figure 7 llacs 
the MS codes and their (Jennings for the data cycle. 

XS<0:?> SIGNIFICANCE 
0 randoa data cycle 
1 handshake block transfer 
2 secondary address (IA) 
1 pipelined block transfer 

4-6 reserved 
? reserved - pipelined 

Figure ?i MS Codes for Data Cycles 

Any conMnatlon of data cycles (which a Rlive and 
master are ec]iipp«d to handle) can be concatenated 
together to perform the transfer of Information 
bpt-eeft the two eioaule*. 

The master Initiates Che data cycle by: 

1. asserting: MS to Indicate the type of data 
transfer which la to he performed, fcD to Indi
cate Che direction of the data transfer, and m 
the case of a write, the data on the AD lines; 

2. and then asserting OS. 

The slave responds to tha initiated data cycle by 

1. reeding the RO line to determine the direction 
of the Information transfer, decoding the MS 
lines to ascertain the type of data cycle, 

2. then executing Internally the Indicated func
tion, and, for a read, asserting the data on the 
AD lints. If ths slave detects an error. It 
asaerta an error ends en the SS lines. 

3. The alave than completes the data cycle hand
shake by asserting DK, 

An example sf data cycle concatenation is shown 
In Figures ft end 9. A normal address cycle, such as 
displayed la Figtira 5, moat have been •uceeafully 
completed. 

Figure 8, section A shows a secondary address 
cycle which la used to set the Internal address reg
ister in the sieve module. The address contained In 
the IA register is ths address of the location In 
the ilawe module where the next date written to the 
module will 6e placed, or where the data for the 
next read will be taken from. 

Figure 8, section B, shows a rsndon data write 
cycle. The master asserts HS-O, the d«t» on the AD 
lines, and DS"1. The slave, after processing, 
returns Mt"l. The maater then drop* DS, the slave 
drops DK, and the master proceeds to ths next cycle. 

'MS'2 ,-»>_ 
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Figure B: Writ* Cycle Exaaples 

Figure 9, sections ;v,BB and C, show an example of 
a hanJshalee block transfer read. Note chat In the 
secondary Address and random data cycles, DS aust be 
dropped at the completion of each cycle* In a hand-
shako black transfer (MS-1) every change in DS is 
used to indicate another data cycle* 
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Figure 9: Handshake Mock Read 
and AS-^K Lock Termination 



Mastership H » 1 M M 

One* a outer has obtained mastership, It can 
perform any combination of address and data cycles 
needed to complete lea taak, aa long aa It ratalna 
tha CK assertion. However, It la permlsisble to 
release the CK line U s In Figure i) aa aeon as the 
AS-AK lock la established. If the master la not 
going to perform any aore addreas cycles. Master
ship of the bus la released when the master has act 
A$*0 and GK*0. When the alave aees AS"Os H 
AK (Figure 9, section D). 

SOFT'.'AHE IMPLICATIONS OF FAST8US 

From early on It was clear that sophisticated 
software tools were going to be needed to handle 
complex FASTSUS systems. In early 1979, tha soft
ware a n of the Fast System Design Group, called the 
Software Working Group (SHG) va* formed, tta sain 
function has been to define the issues Inherent la 
handling FASTBUS systems, tackle SOME of those 
Issues, and to work closely with the hardware group 
in defining hardware features which can aid In the 
development of software. 

Serly In 1979. the SX tackled the subject cf 
Initializing a FASTVJ5 systen. As Indicated earlier 
In this paper, there are several options, registers 
(e.g., logical address, arbitration priorities), 
teoorisa and other control features [Inducing the 
31 route saps) which must be Initialized before a 

FASTBUS ayatas la operational. The syBtem Initiali
zation subject will be examined here by looking at a 
hypothetical example. 

figure 10 shows a hypothetical FASTBUS system. 
The left aide of the figure Illustrates the topology 
of the data acquisition portion of the system. The 
right side Illustrates a control system portion. 
Imagine the following: 

+ The host coaputer reada data out of module S(lal) 
when 't la notified by $(1,1) that data la ready. 
(S(l,l) asserts the S* line to notify the host). 
The host computer SIBO reads various environmental 
parameters out of S(J,1) at regular timed inter
val;, sr when notified via a Interrupt massage 
from master M(3,l) that it should. s(l,l} and 
S(3,l) could be memory modules. 

+ M(2,l) raada the data from the data acquisition 
portion of the system (segments 54, S5, and S6), 
reads environmental parameters from $(3,1), pro
cesses that Information, and writes Its results 
Into S(l,l) which Is connected to H(2,l) via a 
non-FASTBUS bus. 

+ S{3,1) la responsible for collecting the environ
mental parameters from the control portion of the 
system and storing them in S(3,l). 

• M(7,l) monitors and controls the part of the con
trol systen attached to segment S7. 

+ .1(8,1) and M(8,2) work together handling the 38 
segment. 

+ All masters are programmable and can be repragram-
ned If neceaaary to meet changing conditions. 

CV1 
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rigure 10: A Hypothetical FASTBUS Data Acquisition and Control System 
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In this system, the following are some of the 
Hems which would need tnitlalleatlont 

* Sis auist be initialised and loaded ulth route 
caps. 

+ Kodules oust have their logical address registers 
(CSR 3) loaded and the logical address recognition 
enabled. 

+ festers oust hove their arbitration priorities 
(CSft fl) loaded. 

* Halters must have their programs downloaded. 
* The entire system must be started and synchron

ized. 

The recommendations developed by the SHG for han
dling the initialization entail the following; 

+ There should be one computer attached to a FASTEUS 
system which is identified as the HOST computer. 
The host is responsible for managing the system. 
This entails Initialising the system and perhaps 
per faming other run-time jobs each as aalntalntng 
an error log and verifying that the ayatem la com
pletely operational. Of course, the boat can also 
perfurn other Functions such as data taking and 
analysisI 

* A data base should be created on the host. It 
should contain the Information needed to manage 
the system, such as: types and locations of all 
no.lules in the system,, address apace requirements, 
which r&dules need to have progress downloaded 
'and maybe the pointers to the programs), Internal 
•nodule registers that need to be initialized, 
information on system topology, and desired nes-
s-age and broadcast routaa. It nay Also contain 
certain traffLc projections such as the amount of 
activity expected on a segment for each event* 

* Theft should be access, display, and editing meth
ods far the data base. 

+ There should be available A program which performs 
an analysis "f the information in the data base* 
Tils program determines the optimal message 
routes* allocates address space to the segments 
and th* modules on tl'.rft, and creates the tables 
£ rout* naps) which -r* downloaded into the Sis. 

+ In general, it is recommended that programs (which 
are downloaded into Rasters) address slave modules 
in a symbolic address Independent fashion. Once 
all Modules are allocated addresses* it is then 
necessary co resolve these symbolic addresses. 
This is referred to as the linking problem. This 
prrjblefa fs yet co be effectively solved although 
the SUC has several ideas. 

r finally, there should be a program which download'; 
the system, SI by SI, segment by segment, nodule 
by module. 

\ lor r.f effort has been put Into studying the 
systet initialization subject by the SKC. Several 
algorithm have be*>;i developed to handle it* These 
iiXindp -» r»iifn£ algorithm* an address space allo
cation algorithm, and an algorithm for systemati

cally leading all the initialisation Information 
Into a system. A feasibility implementation (Ref* 
3) was done In 1979, and currently Fermi Rational 
Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) la designing a system 
management software package (Ref. e) and Implement-
i-4 the algorithms In FORTRAN. 

One thing that became clear wh n the 5WG first 
started studying the various FAST—S software top
ics, was that a common communications language was 
needed* Hhert coding for the operating system and 
bus interface lave), 11 may be difficult to write 
general purpose code which can be widely shared, as 
that coda oust often be done in assembly language 
BtiA Is vary computer specific. However at the 
higher coding levels (such as implementing a system 
loading algorithm and in many instances the applica
tions program level) It la feasible and deslreable 
to write transportable and sharable code. Over the 
past year work has been done on defining a set of 
Standard Subroutines for FAST8US (Ref. S) and they 
will soon be published. 

In any FAST/BUS system there are several control, 
status, and information elements contained In the 
control space of modules which are common to many 
modules* The SWG has studied these and developed 
recommendations for standard assignments for many of 
them. It Is hoped that these efforts will facili
tate the development of code modules which can be 
shared among many FASTBUS systems. 

The SWG lute tings have also served as a forum for 
the discussion of many hardware and software ideas 
and developments. These discussions have proved 
very valuable, and a FARTHUS Software Resource Guide 
(Ref. 6) is currently being developed. It will 
Include an overview of the various FAST&US software 
packages available, of the issues of managing 
FASTBUS systems, of various computer/FAST8U5 inter
faces, mandatory and reconraended module restores, 
and other miscellaneous information such as good 
practices and conventions. 

There are still other topics to be studied. The 
data base, its creation* display! access and editing 
has not been solved* Currently some members of the 
community are evpltrtfig commercially available data 
base packages (inc.udlng Die's ftatatrteve) for a 
solution. FASTBUS system simulation has only been 
briefly mentioned. It would r^rtalnly be handy to 
be able to create a data hase far a system under 
design and run a simulation of chat systea co check 
for traffic loading and bus contention problems* 
The linking problem mentioned earlier, serial net
work protocols, buffered interconnect (an asynchro
nous net hod of passing racsaages between devices) 
message formats, and many others still need to be 
solved, defined, or resolved, it is envisioned that 
the FASTBUS Software Resource Guide will evolve and 
be periodically updated to pass along the informa
tion on these and other topics related to F4ST3US. 
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COMPUTES TO FABTBUS INTERFACES 

Over the pate two yean various computer to 
FASTBUS interfaces hive teen developed* 

I/O Register to FASTBPS Interface (I0RF1) 

The Input/Output Register CO FA3TBUS Interface 
(TORFI) (Kef. 7) !• a eomputer-non-spseific Inter
face. It can be ueed to connect in]' computer (which 
has parallel I/O ports and associated strobes) to a 
FASTBUS backplane segment. The FA6TBUS backplane 
interface Is built on a single module circuit board. 
It Is connected to a computer by two 16-bit parallel 
input registers and two 16-blt parallel output reg
isters. lORFIs have been used extensively In the 
checkout af other Interfecee, Sis, sod FASTBUS nod
ule* la Canada, Europe, end the United Statu. 

U.viBUS Processor Interface, (UPI) 

The USIBUS Processor Interface (OTI) (Ref. B) la 
a list driven, microcodes' interface for connecting a 
U5IBUS machine to a FASTBUS system. The UPI ellows 
• processor on the DnTBUS to execute any FASTBOS 
operation (except pipelined transfers), to transfer 
data between the UNIsL'S and a TASTBUS system, end to 
detect errors. The UPI cen also respond to FASTBUS 
interrupts and service requests. UPIs have been 
used (Ref. 9) in an experiment at Fermi National 
Accelerator Laboratory (FSAL) to take data, and at 
the University of Illinois In the checkout of the 
segment Interconnects. Currently there is also e 
project in progress to attach a VAX to FASTBUS via a 
UPI. 

VAX-FASTSUS Interface 

A FASTBUS host Interface (Ref8. 10,11) for VAXs 
has also been developed. It Is a list processing 
microprocessor controlled Interface, and has been 
constructed by a connection to the VAX DR-32 Sevice 
Interconnect (DM) implemented via the DEC DR-780 
channel. It is described in detail in another paper 
In these proceeding*. 

ather Mlcronrocessor-FABTBCS Interfaces 

There are several other FASTBOS Interfaces which 
have been developed fir are under development). The 
XEX National Laboratory for High Energy Physics at 
Hiroshima University in Japan (Ref. 12) and the 
European Organize): ton for Nuclear Research (CFjct) in 
Geneva, Switzerland (Ref. 13) ere two research cen
ters which are very ective In FASTBUS development. 

SOFTWARE 

Over the past two years during the prototype 
Development phase, various software packages have 
i)̂-;n developed for diagnostic and test-bench situ-
sMons. The FASTBUS Diagnostic Language (FDL) (Ref. 
14) was developed at the University of Illinois, it 
Is a high-level, conversational language designed to 
provide quick software access to FASTBUS hardv_re 
for diagnostic purposes. Tt has been heavily used 
In the development and checkout of the segment 
interconnects. tt also contains extensive slave 
simulation code for the 10RFI. 

At SLAC, FORTH {Ref. IS) has been chosen as the 
test-bench language. The FASTBUS Msgnootlc Operat
ing System (FBDOS) (Ref. 16) is a package of FORTH 
words which provides a set of versatile commands for 
accessing FASTBUS. It la Intended primarily fer use 
in prototype nodule checkout, production module 
testing, end nodule diagnostics. 

There have been at least four implementations of 
the Standard Subroutines for FASTBUS. The first 
one, implemented tt FHAL for the PDP-11 UNIBUS Pro
cessor Interface has actually bean used for a data 
acquisition applications program In an experiment 
there (Ref. 17). Currently FNAL is'adapting their 
standard subroutine package to work with the VAX-UPI 
connection. 

CERH has Implemented a set of FORTRAN routines 
(Ref. 18) based on the Standard Subroutines far 
FASIBUS and a computer connection to the IORFIs via 
CAMAC. This package utilizes the MS/ESONE Standard 
CAMAC Subroutines and is currently running on the 
NORSK-DATA computers under BASIC/FORTRAN and on 
PDP-lls under CATY/FOBTRAS. 

An implementation Of the Standard Subroutines was 
done at BrooMieven early in 1*12 for the VAX-FASTBUS 
interface. 

THE FASTBUS SWOP 

The FASTBUS SNOOP (Ref. 19) la a special diagnos
tic module which Is current.y under development. It 
has a very fast front end "silo" which allows it to 
make a record of the FASTBUS operations on a segment 
end thus serve as a logic analyser. The Snoop will 
also be able act as a naster on a system. A series 
of Snoops in system will be connected via a serial 
network and thus be able to optrsts Independently of 
FASTBUS. At least one of the Snoops in a system will 
have a sophisticated workstation (Ref. 20) attached 
to it. A user sitting at that workstation will be 
able to communicate with the other Snoops and thus 
diagnose trouble throughout the system. 

COSCLUBIOH 

The FASTBUS standard has bean under development 
for several years. The specification has now been 
finalized. During the development of tASTBUS, con
siderable thought has also been given to the soft
ware laplirttlons. The desires of the software peo
ple have occasionally conflicted with the desire of 
the hardware people for a staple and lov-cost hard
ware specification. However, in most instances, 
acceptable compromises have been Found which hope
fully will keep the real overall system implementa
tion cost down. 
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